Welcome to the August 2017 edition of the HPE Security Fortify Newsletter!

The HPE Security Fortify Newsletter is a monthly newsletter to help you stay current on Fortify and application security. Learn about the latest features of Fortify, how to integrate application security in software development from fellow security experts, and the latest trends and events in the industry. If this email was forwarded to you, you can click here to subscribe.

In this issue:

- Assess the maturity level of your AppSec program
- Take Non-Sci-Fi steps to secure DevOps today
- Learn how Tieto solved internal and external application security demands with Fortify
- Join us at Protect 2017 and AppSec 2017
- Watch demos of the newest features in Fortify

Interested in subscribing to the Fortify monthly newsletter? Click here.
Feature Story: Assess the maturity level of your AppSec program

Take the newly released Software Security Assurance Self-Assessment to understand the status of your application security program, measure it against similar companies, and learn how to improve your program.

TAKE THE SELF ASSESSMENT

Tip of the Month: Take Non-Sci-Fi steps to secure DevOps today

For the IT crowd, DevOps is here today and changing lives rapidly. Not only is it changing software development and operations, but also the entire IT landscape: technology, people, and processes. Here are a couple of realistic steps you can take today to secure DevOps.

LEARN MORE

Customer Spotlight: Tieto solves internal and external application security demands with Fortify

Tieto, one of the largest software and services companies in the Nordics, provides full lifecycle IT services for both private and public sectors. Soon after Tieto began using Fortify on Demand for its own application security assessments, the firm introduced a new application testing service for their customers.

LEARN MORE
Upcoming Events:

Sept 11-13: Protect 2017

Join us at Protect 2017, our largest security event of the year taking place September 11-13 in Washington, D.C. This year’s Protect will include a dedicated Application Security track, featuring Fortify customers and product teams. Attend the security conference of the year to develop your career as a security expert and enable your organization to deliver security at the speed of innovation.

Find out more or register

Sept 19-22: AppSec 2017

Attend OWASP AppSec conference for software security leaders and researchers. AppSec brings together the application security community to share cutting-edge ideas, initiatives and technological advancements.

Find out more or register

Watch demos of the newest features in Fortify:

Automating Fortify with Jenkins

Jenkins is one of the most popular continuous integration servers used by Fortify customers. With the Jenkins plug-in, Fortify customers can automatically upload Fortify project results to a Software Security Center server and view the details within Jenkins.

Watch the video

Announcing Scala technical support preview in Fortify SCA

Fortify Static Code Analyzer (SCA) now offers Scala programming language support preview. The preview version is available immediately and supports scanning all constructs of the Scala programming language.

Read the blog post

Watch the video
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